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Abstract: Forests play a crucial part in regulating global climate change since their aboveground
biomass (AGB) relates to the carbon cycle, and its changes affect the main carbon pools. At present,
the most suitable available SAR data for wall-to-wall forest AGB estimation are exploiting an L-band
polarimetric SAR. However, the saturation issues were reported for AGB estimation using L-band
backscatter coefficients. Saturation varies depending on forest structure. Polarimetric information
has the capability to identify different aspects of forest structure and therefore shows great potential
for reducing saturation issues and improving estimation accuracy. In this study, 121 polarimetric
decomposition observations, 10 polarimetric backscatter coefficients and their derived observations,
and six texture features were extracted and applied for forest AGB estimation in a tropical forest and a
boreal forest. A parametric feature optimization inversion model (Multiple linear stepwise regression,
MSLR) and a nonparametric feature optimization inversion model (fast iterative procedure integrated
into a K-nearest neighbor nonparameter algorithm, KNNFIFS) were used for polarimetric features
optimization and forest AGB inversion. The results demonstrated the great potential of L-band
polarimetric features for forest AGB estimation. KNNFIFS performed better both in tropical (R2 = 0.80,
RMSE = 22.55 Mg/ha, rRMSE = 14.59%, MA%E = 12.21%) and boreal (R2 = 0.74, RMSE = 19.82 Mg/ha,
rRMSE = 20.86%, MA%E = 20.19%) forests. Non-model-based polarimetric features performed better
compared to features extracted by backscatter coefficients, model-based decompositions, and texture.
Polarimetric observations also revealed site-dependent performances.

Keywords: forest AGB; polarimetric SAR observations; L-band; parametric and nonparametric
feature optimization inversion methods

1. Introduction

Climate change is an obvious impact of the continuous development of human beings
on Earth. Deforestation and forest degradation contributed to the continuous increase
in global carbon dioxide (CO2) and accelerated climate warming [1,2]. How to control
and balance the carbon cycle has become a new central issue in the global response to
climate change. Forests play a crucial part in regulating global climate change through
mechanisms including carbon absorption, carbon emission, and the control of the water
and energy cycles [3,4]. The main carbon pools are typically affected by the change in
the living forest aboveground biomass (AGB). The current carbon stock in the world’s
forests is estimated at 861 ± 66 Pg C, where 471 ± 93 Pg C (55%) is stored in tropical
forests and 272 ± 23 Pg C (32%) in boreal regions. The contribution of tropical and boreal
forests to the carbon budget was 1.64 Pg C/year and 0.5 Pg C/year between 1990 and 2007,
respectively [5–8]. Understanding the dynamics of tropical and boreal forests AGB changes
is essential for comprehending the impact of forest management on climate change [1].
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Therefore, accurate estimation of AGB in tropical and boreal forests is the key to reducing
the uncertainty factor of carbon stock calculation, clarifying the potential of forest carbon
sinks, and making sure the role of forests in the global carbon cycle [8]. AGB in tropical
and boreal forests can be calculated with various methods. The destructive sampling
through harvesting, drying, and weighting the living biomass is the most accurate way
for AGB calculation [9,10]. National forest inventories over a wide area often carry out
field measurements at permanent and temporary inventory plots and using allometric
equations linking AGB to the diameter at breast height (DBH) and tree height [7–9,11–15].
However, ground surveys are time-consuming, expensive, and often impractical in both
tropical and boreal forests with scarce accessibility. Remote sensing (RS) techniques have
the advantage of monitoring forests at a large scale and have nowadays become the primary
source for estimating AGB in tropical and boreal forests over large areas [9,11–15]. Landsat
optical images were applied for AGB inversion both in tropical and boreal forests. The
main limitation of optical images is the saturation at higher biomass values, resulting in
high estimation errors for AGB. For example, the latest results of AGB estimation based
on Landsat images revealed an accuracy of ±36% in the boreal zone [16,17]. Compared
with optical sensors, Synthetic Aperture Radars (SARs) are expected to provide the most
accurate AGB estimates since SARs are sensitive to vertical forest structures due to their
deep penetration in canopies [18,19]. X-, C-, L-, and P-band SAR observations have been
used for both tropical and boreal forests. P-band is expected to be the most suitable
frequency for both tropical and boreal forest retrieval [20,21]. However, there is no current
P-band SAR satellite mission, and this will only be available after the launch of BIOMASS.
Additionally, it is harder to obtain high resolution at the P-band, and BIOMASS will not
cover boreal regions in Europe and North America. Therefore L-band SAR will still play a
key role in covering vast regions not covered by BIOMASS and providing higher resolution
products, especially valuable for woodlands with lower AGB where P-band may have low
sensitivity [8,22].

Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA)’s Phased Array Type L-band Synthetic
Aperture Radar (PALSAR) aboard the Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS) and
PALSAR-2 aboard ALOS-2 are widely used for forest AGB retrieval. Backscatter coefficients
from HH, HV, and VV channels can be used for forest AGB inversion, where HV is demon-
strated to have a high correlation to AGB [23,24]. However, the AGB estimates using L-band
HV backscatter coefficients are valid up to a certain threshold where saturation occurs.
The saturation point is approximately 75–150 mg/ha when using only the backscattering
coefficient; the saturation point is where the slope of the AGB/L-band HV backscatter
coefficient curve approaches zero [25]. To increase the saturation point, image texture,
the ratio of polarimetric channels, interferometric coherence, and polarimetric features
have been used. Those studies revealed that the saturation point could be increased to
200–300 Mg/ha. They also demonstrated that the saturation point depends on forest types
which are influenced by forest structure [26–29].

Polarimetric information is sensitive to forest structure since the polarization of the
scattered field is sensitive to the shape, orientation, and dielectric constant of forest scatter-
ers [30]. However, the potential of polarimetric information at the L-band for improving
forest AGB estimation is not fully understood due to the complexity of the inverse problem.
Polarimetric target decompositions are a common method to analyze Polarimetric SAR
(PolSAR) data. The principle is to decompose the complex scattering process from an
object into several simpler scattering processes corresponding to single or partial scattering
mechanisms [31]. Several target decomposition features were explored for AGB estimation.
Features extracted from Freeman–Durden, Yamaguchi, and Cloude–Pottier decompositions
were applied for forest growing stock volume (GSV) and forest AGB retrieval [30,32], re-
porting improvement in accuracy and saturation points at L-band [11,20]. However, with
the introduction of new polarimetric decompositions, more and more polarimetric features
could be extracted, and their potential need to be further explored.
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Besides the selection of SAR features, the exploitation of suitable inversion algorithms
is another crucial factor in obtaining precise AGB estimates [16,33]. Parametric and non-
parametric algorithms have been used for AGB retrieval. With the abundance of more
and more polarimetric decompositions, a large number of polarimetric SAR features are
now available, leading to a need to improve parametric and nonparametric algorithms to
have good mechanisms for selecting the optimal features. In this study, 137 polarimetric
features extracted from L-band PolSAR images, including texture, backscatter coefficients,
and polarimetric features (derived from 12 polarimetric decompositions), were applied in
parametric and nonparametric feature optimization inversions (FOI) to explore the capabil-
ity of L-band polarimetric observations for AGB inversion in tropical and boreal forests.
The aim of this study is to fully explore the response of L-band polarimetric observations
to forest AGB changes and the potential for inventories in tropical and boreal forests.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Test Site

Retrieval of forest AGB has been investigated in China at the tropical forest site of
Diaoluo Mountain and in Sweden at the boreal forest site of Krycklan. At both sites, we
have regular inventories. The ground measurements of forest variables are used to calculate
AGB, which are then exploited to train models for AGB retrieval based on airborne PolSAR
observations via a parametric and a nonparametric feature optimization inversion (FOI)
algorithm.

The Diaoluo Mountain test site (18◦0′ N, 109◦41′ E; Figure 1a) is located in Hainan
province of China. It is in a national forest park within the East Asian maritime tropical
monsoon climate zone. Total precipitation per year ranges from 1870 mm to 2760 mm. The
topography is fairly steep, with a ground elevation between 50 m and 1499 m above sea
level. The forest types include tropical secondary, monsoon, and evergreen broadleaved
forests with a coverage rate of 96.26%, in which coniferous mixed forest accounts for 73%.
The understory of the forests is complex, dense, and full of foliage. The prevailing tree
species are Adinandra hainanensis Hayata and Dacrydium pectinatum de Laubenfels.
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Figure 1. Hianan (a) and Sweden (b). Location map of the test site.

The Krycklan test site is located in northern Sweden (64◦14′ N, 19◦46′ E; Figure 1b).
It is a watershed within the northern hemisphere’s cold temperate zone. Topography is
predominantly hilly with several gorges and elevation varies from 125 m to 350 m. The test
site is rich in forest resources. The forest types include mixed coniferous and broad forests
(72.8% coniferous), and the dominant species are Pinus sylvestris, Picea abies, and Betula
pubescens. It is a naturally mature forest with a sparser stand of conical and spire-shaped
canopies, fine cylindrical leaves, and a relatively clean understory.
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2.2. Field Campaign
2.2.1. Diaoluo Mountain in Hainan Test Site

Systematic sampling was applied for field data collection at Diaoluo. It was conducted
in April 2021. A total of 26 plots of 20 m × 20 m square plots (Figure 1a) were placed and
investigated in the Diaoluo Mountain. The location of each plot was measured by real-time
Kinematics (RTK) with an error less than 2 to 3 cm. Most of the plots are located on flat
terrain with a maximum slope of 15 degrees.

The diameter at breast height (DBH), tree height of each tree with DBH greater than
3 cm were recorded. The AGB was calculated using the allometric equations published
by Chave et al. [34]. Table 1 summarizes the allometric equations used in this study for
five dominant tree species. The average wood density and the wood density of some tree
species were referred to in the wood density table of major wood species in China. The
species for which wood density could not be found were divided into four categories: soft
broad, hard broad, pine, and fir, and the average wood density of each type was taken as
their wood density. Figure 2a shows the AGB distribution of the 26 collected samples at
Diaoluo. The AGB values ranged from 87.59 to 264.91 Mg/ha, the average DBH ranged
from 9.38 to 11.54 cm, and the average tree height ranged from 6.93 to 10.44 m.

Table 1. Allometric equations for field collected forest AGB calculation in two test sites.

Test Site Type Allometric Equation R2

Hainan [34,35]
ForDBH greater than 5 cm: AGBA tree = 0.776 ·

[
ρh(DBH)2

]0.94 0.969

ForDBH less than 5 cm: AGBA tree = ρ/ρave exp[2.116 ln(DBH)− 1.839] 0.969

Sweden [36,37]
Pinus sylvestris AGBA tree = b0 + b1 · ln(x1) + b2 · ln(x2) + · · ·+ ln(ε) 0.99

Picea abies AGBA tree = b0 + b1 · ln(x1) + b2 · ln(x2) + · · ·+ ln(ε) 0.99
Betula pubescens AGBA tree = b0 + b1 · ln(x1) + b2 · ln(x2) + · · ·+ ln(ε) 0.98

Note: Among these h is the height of the tree (m), ρ is the wood density (g/cm−3), and ρave is the average wood
density (g/cm−3), bi are model parameters, xi are independent variables, and ln(ε) is a random variable.
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Figure 2. AGB details for the two test sites. The changes of each bar mean the increase in AGB values,
the numbers on each bar of the circle represent the label of the plots, and the numbers out each bar of
the circle represent the measured forest biomass (Mg/ha) of each plot.

2.2.2. Krycklan in Sweden Test Site

The field forest inventory at Krycklan site was carried out at the end of May 2007
during the BIOSAR II campaign. A total of 325 forest inventory plots with a radius of
10 m were measured in the whole test site. A total of 31 stands were randomly selected
in this study. In the field campaign, trees with DBH greater than 4 cm are recorded,
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unmeasured tree height and age are estimated through the Heureka system [36] (Heureka
Wiki—Heureka Wiki (heurekaslu.se), https://www.heurekaslu.se/wiki/Heureka_Wiki,
accessed on 5 January 2022.) for subsequent AGB calculation. The equations of anisotropic
motion for the dominant tree species here have been published by Petersson in the Heureka
system [37] and are given in Table 1. The AGB distribution of the selected 31 stands is
shown in Figure 2b. Stand AGB ranged from 23.07 to 182.54 Mg/ha, mean DBH ranged
from 8.65 to 58.84 cm, and mean tree height ranged from 7.5 to 21.4 m.

2.3. SAR Data Collection and Preprocessing

Airborne quad polarimetric SAR datasets were acquired in this study for two test sites,
respectively. Details of the acquisitions are provided in Table 2.

Table 2. The detailed information of SAR data collected for the two test sites.

Parameter Value (Hainan) Value (Sweden)

Imaging time 2021-04 2008-10
polarization mode HH, HV, VH, VV HH, HV, VH, VV

Incidence angle/(◦) 51.6 38.8
resolution (Range × Azimuth)/m 0.68 × 0.66 1.49 × 0.94

The preprocessing of the SAR data at the Hainan test site includes radiometric calibra-
tion, georeferencing and terrain correction, multi-looking, and Refine Lee speckle reduction
filtering. In this study, the images acquired at Diaoluo Mountain were multi-looked with
a multi-looking factor in range and azimuth of 2 × 2. Speckle noise in the images was
reduced by applying Refine Lee filters with a moving window of 7 × 7 pixels. An external
digital elevation model (DEM) derived from LiDAR point clouds dataset with 2 m reso-
lution was used for SAR image geocoding and terrain correction. The terrain correction
in this study includes three steps such as polarization orientation angle (POA) changes
correction, effective scattering area (ESA) changes correction, and angular variation effect
(AVE) correction [38].

According to [39], the preprocessing of images acquired in Sweden includes the
generation of Raw product (Raw), Radar geometry image (RGI), and Geocoded and terrain-
corrected product (GTC). After Raw and RGI, a single-look complex dataset is ready for
geocoding and terrain correction. A 1 m resolution external DEM derived from LiDAR
point cloud dataset was used in GTC procedure. For detailed information, readers are
referred to [39].

2.4. SAR Features Extraction

In this study, 137 features were extracted from the quad polarimetric SAR acquisitions
at each test site. The features are shown in Table 3. This includes backscatter coefficients,
six indicators extracted from backscatter coefficients (including radar vegetation index
(RVI), T11, T12, and T13 from T matrix, the total backscatter power Span and its dB version
Span_db), and six texture indices. Finally, 137 features were derived from 14 polarimet-
ric decompositions. The variables were extracted through polarimetric decompositions,
including both model-based and non-model-based (here defined parametric). In Table 3,
137 extracted variables were divided into four groups such as backscatter-related, texture,
non-model-based polarimetric features, and model-based polarimetric features for later
AGB response analysis and retrieval.

https://www.heurekaslu.se/wiki/Heureka_Wiki
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Table 3. Four group of extracted polarimetric SAR observations for L-band SAR images.

Types Number of
Parameters Polarimetric Attributes

Texture 6 Mean, homogeneity, entropy, dissimilarity, contrast, uniformity (Texture features
extracted base on Gray-level Co-occurrence Matrix)

Model-based
polarimetric
features

24

R1 = Vol/(Odd + FDbl) (These components extracted from FreeMan3), R2 = Vol/(Odd+
Dbl + Hlx) (These components extracted from Yamaguchi4) [40]
Vol and Ground features extracted from FreeMan2; Vol, Odd, Dbl features extracted
from VanZyl3; An_Yang3, FreeMan3 and Yamaguchi3, respectively [41,42].
Vol, Odd, Dbl, Hlx features extracted from An_Yang4_ Yamaguchi4 [43].

Backscatter related 10 HH, HV, VH, VV, T11, T22, T33, RVI, Span, Span_db

Non-model-based
Polarimetric
features

97

Entropy, HA ((1−Entropy)(1−Anisotropy)), 1 Mha(Entropy (1−Anisotropy)), H1 mA
(Entropy * Anisotropy), 1 mH1 mA ((1−Entropy) Anisotropy), Pedestal Height,
Shannon Entropy, polarization fraction Anisotropy12, Eigenvalues Relative Diffrernce,
Polarization Asymmetry, Lueneburg Anisotropy, Alpha, beta, delta, gamma, lambda,
Anisotropy, Eigenvalues, Pseudo Probabililties, Anisotropy, Shannon Index, Inverse
Simpson Index, Gini Simpson, Index, Reyni Entropy, Index of Qualitative Inversion
(IQV), Simpson Index, Perplexity [31]
Kd (Helix scattering), ks (Sphere scattering), and kh (Dihedral scattering) features
extracted from Krogager decomposition method
Tau (Helix scattering), delta_ph (Plane scattering), delta_pha (Multiple scattering), psi
(Scattering angle) feature extracted from Neumann decomposition
M_S1, M_S2, M_S3, Phip_S1, Phip_S2, Phip_S3, Tawp_mean, Tawp_S1, Tawp_S2,
Tawp_S3, Alphap_mean, Alphap_S1, Alphap_S2, Alphap_S3, Phip_mean,
Orientation_max_mean, Orientation_max_S2, Orientation_max_S3 features extracted
from Aghababaee decomposition [44]
alpha_s, alpha_s1, alpha_s2, alpha_s3, phi_s, phi_s1, phi_s2, phi_s3, psi_s, psi_s1, psi_s2,
psi_s3, tau_s, tau_s1, tau_s2, tau_s3 features extracted from TSVM decomposition [45]

Note: These features are named as *1_*2, *1 is the decomposition method name and *2 is the name of features, for
example Aghababaee_M_S1. Vol, Odd, Dbl are volume scattering mechanism, surface scattering mechanism, and
double bounce scattering mechanism, respectively; Span is total backscattered power; M_S1, M_S2, M_S3 are three
maximum amplitude return value; Phip_S1, Phip_S2, Phip_S3 are four target phase angle parameters; Tawp_mean,
Tawp_S1, Tawp_S2, Tawp_S3 are four 4 target ellipticity angle parameters; Alphap_mean, Alphap_S1, Alphap_S2,
Alphap_S3 are four symmetry scattering parameters.

2.5. Inversion Method

Using the measured forest AGB as the dependent (response) variable and SAR ob-
servations derived from the L-band as the independent (predictor) variables, the forest
AGB was retrieved for the two test sites based on a multiple linear stepwise regression
(MSLR) models and a fast iterative feature selection for K-nearest neighbor (KNNFIFS)
algorithm. A leave-one-out cross-validation method was used for validating the retrieved
forest AGB [46].

2.5.1. MSLR Model

Multiple linear stepwise regression (MSLR) is widely used in remote sensing forest
AGB estimation. It is a linear method to predict forest AGB assuming a linear relationship
between the dependent and independent variables. Stepwise regression evaluates input
SAR features step by step, adding and eliminating variables based on their significance.
It not only improves the accuracy of AGB estimation but also solves the problem of high
dimensionality and high covariance resulting from small samples and highly collinear
variables. The basic idea of MSLR is to introduce the feature parameters into the model
one by one, conduct a significance test for each introduced feature parameter, retain the
significant feature parameters, and reject the original feature parameters if the introduced
new feature makes the original feature parameters becoming no longer significant. An
optimal model is obtained until the model does not introduce new feature parameters
nor reject the original feature parameters. However, since forest AGB is related to many
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factors, such as canopy structure, tree density, and tree species composition, the relationship
between it and the SAR features is often too complex to be well interpreted by a linear
function.

2.5.2. KNNFIFS Model

In this study, a fast iterative procedure was integrated into a K-nearest neighbor
nonparameter algorithm for optimal SAR observations selection and forest AGB estimation.
The method is named the KNNFIFS algorithm; it has been used in previous research and
performed well in forest AGB estimation [12]. The four key steps are included in KNNFIFS:
Step1: the definition of initial dataset according to SAR observations and number of field-
collected plots. This is defined as F = { f1, f2, · · · , fm}, where m describes the number
of selected initial SAR variables and f j =

[
xj1, xj2, · · · , xjn,

]T
(1 ≤ j ≤ m). xji is the pixel

value of the jth SAR feature at the ith plot, where n is the plot number. Step2: initialization
of the initial best optimal SAR feature subset and the initial value of root means square
error (RMSE) of the ideal KNN model according to the maximum AGB values of the test
site. The initial best optimal SAR feature subset is set as Fs = {null}, s = 0, where s is
the number of selected optimal SAR observations. Step3: KNN model generation and
validation. m− s KNN models and their retrieval RMSE values by feature combinations of
{ f1, Fs}, { f2, Fs}, · · · , { fi−1, Fs}, { fi+1, Fs}, · · · , and { fm, Fs} were generated and validated,
where fi = Fs ∩ F and the RMSE values were calculated with the leave one out cross-
validation (LOOCV) method. Step4: derivation of best KNN models, optimal SAR feature
subset, and best forest AGB retrieval result. The lowest value of RMSE calculated in Step3
is set as RMSEb; if RMSEb < RMSE0, then RMSE0 = RMSEb and the feature combination
for the RMSE0 is set for Fs. Step3 is repeated until RMSEb ≥ RMSE0. The flow chart of
KNNFIFS algorithm and the four key steps are shown in Figure 3.
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2.5.3. Forest AGB Estimation and Validation

The coefficient of determination (R2, Equation (1)), root mean square error (RMSE,
Mg/ha, Equation (2)), relative error (rRMSE, %, Equation (3)), and mean absolute percent-
age (MA%E, %, Equation (4)) are used. R2 represents the accuracy of the model and ranges
from 0 to 1, with values closer to 1 representing greater accuracy. The RMSE measures
the difference between predicted and measured values, with a smaller value indicating
greater accuracy. MA%E and rRMSE represent the magnitude and percentage of deviation
between predicted and measured values, with smaller values indicating less deviation from
the model.

R2 = 1− ∑n
i−1(Yi − yi)

2

∑n
i−1(Yi − y)2 (1)

RMSE =

√
∑n

i−1(Yi − yi)
2

n
(2)

rRMSE =
RMSE

y
× 100% (3)

MA%E =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣Yi − yi
Yi

∣∣∣∣∣×100% (4)

where Yi is the measured forest AGB value of the ith sample plot, yi is the forest AGB
estimated value of the with sample plot, y is the mean of the measured forest biomass. n is
the number of sample plots.

3. Result

We divided the forest AGB values of the two test sites into nine groups: A (rep-
resenting the AGB at the level of 20~49 Mg/ha), B (50~79 Mg/ha), C (80~109 Mg/ha),
D (110~129 Mg/ha), E (130~159 Mg/ha), F (160~189 Mg/ha), G (190~209 Mg/ha), H
(210~239 Mg/ha), and I (240~270 Mg/ha). Among the best SAR features selected by MSLR
and KNNFIFS, those with a more sensitive response to changes in forest AGB are plotted
here in Figure 4 by the corresponding L-band extracted feature values for each biomass class
in order to illustrate how SAR observations correlate with the level of forest AGB. In order
to quantify the relationships between each SAR observation and forest AGB, Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (r) was calculated and shown in each subplot. To better understand
the performance of MSLR and KNNFIFS at two test sites for forest AGB retrieval, we
graphed the AGB retrieved using MSLR and KNNFIFS against ground measurements in
scatter plots. All of the features as input and features divided into four different categories
in Table 3 as input of the two inversion algorithms were performed at two test sites here.
The scatter plots for their performance analysis are shown in Figures 5–7.

3.1. Analysis of L-Band Polarimetric Observations’ Sensitivity to Forest AGB

The evolution of the selected optimal L-band polarimetric observable was analyzed
as a function of the AGB through nine different levels. Their trends were compared at
two test sites with the objective of interpreting the forest scattering mechanisms at the
L-band. Figure 4 revealed that the sensitivity of polarimetric SAR features to forest AGB
showed obvious site dependence.

In the Hainan test site, we observed low correlations between the four backscatter
coefficients and AGB, with r values ranging from 0.07 and 0.11. Nevertheless, the HV
polarization channel, which usually represents the scattering from randomly oriented
volumes, correlates best to forest AGB among the four channels. Meanwhile, the radar
vegetation index (RVI), which provides information on the stochasticity of natural targets,
showed higher sensitivity to AGB when compared with the four polarization channels.
In the Sweden test site, the backscatter values at the four polarization channels were
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significantly correlated with the forest AGB at 0.01 confidence level, and the correlation
coefficients of the VV channel to forest AGB is the highest with r = 0.584. Next are HH
and HV, with r = 0.5. All the four-polarization backscatter coefficients increased with the
increase in forest AGB. The highest correlation shown by VV may result from vertical
orientation features and needs to be further studied. In this study area, forest cover is
sparser, which resulted in larger penetration and multiple reflection effects [46].

Comparing the L-band backscatter values of the two experimental fields with different
changes in response to forest AGB, after relative calibration, the dynamic range in Sweden’s
backscatter values is between−4 and−6 dB, whereas Hanan backscatter values are between
−10 and −24 dB. However, this temperate coniferous test site, with straight trunks and
sparse canopies, provides the ideal conditions for SAR signals to penetrate deep in the
canopy and multiple reflect on the trunks and ground. In contrast, the Hanan experimental
site is characterized by dense and highly depressed tropical evergreen broadleaf forests
with a greater number of plants between layers. Since the echo signal weakens after the
microwave penetrates the rainforest, the sensitivity to the high biomass tropical rainforest
is low [47]. When analyzing scattering from vegetation zones, RVI uses a medium cylinder
model with randomly pointing medium cylinders.

Model-based decompositions also show obvious site dependence. The features ex-
tracted in Sweden correlate better to forest AGB than that extracted at Hainan. In the
Hainan test site, the volume scattering (Vol) in the three decomposition methods (i.e.,
Freeman, An_Yang, and Yamaguchi) shows some correlation to AGB, while the rest of
the features are uncorrelated to AGB. However, in the Sweden test site, volume scattering
(Vol) derived from the three decompositions have higher correlation coefficients (r = 0.526,
r = 0.494, and r = 0.447, respectively). On the other hand, the double bounce scattering
mechanism (Dbl) and surface scattering (Odd) show lower sensitivity to AGB compared
with Vol. This corroborates the fact that VV is not correlated because of the ground or
double bounce; it may be an orientation of the volume in the canopy.

The non-model-based polarimetric decompositions show higher correlations with AGB
over the Hainan test site, thanks to their characteristic focus on different and adaptive scatter-
ing mechanisms. Features include the target randomness parameter (anisotropy_lueneburg
with r = 0.39), Shannon_entropy (r = −0.713), scattering angle (alpha with r = 0.251), and
helical scattering component of Neumann decomposition (Neumann_tau with r = 0.355).
anisotropy_lueneburg may capture the randomness of forest canopies or underwood in
Hainan [48]. Shannon_entropy includes the intensity (SEI) and the degree of polarization
(SEP). It shows the capability to represent the complexity of scattering mechanisms in forest
structures [49]. The good correlation of Neumann_tau (which describes a helical scattering
mechanism) also seems to represent the complexity of the forest structure resulting in
non-reflection symmetric targets. Anisotropy and alpha3 were weakly sensitive to changes
in forest AGB, while gamma was highly sensitive to changes in forest AGB in the range
of 110–290 Mg/ha. SE was mainly affected by total backscattering; the higher the forest
AGB, the lower the value of SE, and therefore the sensitivity of SE to forest AGB was high
and reached a significant negative correlation at the 0.01 level. In the Sweden test site,
Shannon_entropy also correlates well with forest AGB change with r = 0.584. However,
features showing a high correlation with AGB at Hainan show no obvious correlation with
AGB in Sweden. Note that the evolution of Aghaba-baee_Phip_S1 and Aghababaee_M_S1
showed a similar trend with Vol features in the target polarimetric decomposition method
and then has a high correlation with forest AGB (r = 0.423 and r = 0.607, respectively).
TSVM decomposition was reported to perform well in AGB retrieval in tropical forest
biomass [50]. Compared with TSVM decomposition, Aghababaee decomposition considers
asymmetric scattering, making the contribution of asymmetric scattering in forest regions
more reasonable [51]. In Hainan, features extracted from TSVM and Aghababaee have a
weak correlation with forest AGB. Although several features from Aghababee decomposi-
tion correlated better with forest AGB in Sweden, the features derived from TSVM showed
no obvious correlation with forest AGB.
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Figure 4. Response of L-band polarimetric SAR observations to forest AGB. (The unit of biomass is
Mg/ha; the r values between SAR features and AGB were calculated through SPASS software).
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Figure 7 Cross validation results of 4 groups of characteristic parameters KNN-FIFS estimation 

of forest aboveground biomass in Hainan study area (a) backscattering coefficient parameters, 
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polarization decomposition parameters.
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Figure 5. Forest AGB estimation using SMLR and KNN-FIFS at Hainan and Sweden test sites.
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Figure 6. Forest AGB estimation using KNNFIFS at Hainan using four polarimetric SAR feature
groups: (a) Backscatter related features; (b) Texture; (c) Polarimetric features; (d) Model-based
polarimetric features.
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Figure 7. Forest AGB estimation using KNNFIFS at Sweden using four polarimetric SAR feature
groups: (a) Backscatter related features; (b) Texture; (c) Polarimetric features; (d) Model-based
polarimetric features.

Polarimetric features that have high correlation coefficients regarding AGB differ from
site to site, which reveals that features extracted from different polarimetric decompositions
show different sensitivity in response to various forest scattering mechanisms. The complex
tropical forest scene and the higher forest AGB level in Hainan made it difficult to measure
AGB with L-band backscatter coefficients and regular polarimetric features. However, the
sparser boreal forest scene with lower forest AGB level and clean underwood in Sweden
improved the retrieval when using L-band backscatter coefficients and regular polarimetric
features.

3.2. Forest AGB Estimation

The forest AGBs were retrieved by SMLR and KNNFIFS algorithm for two test sites.
The results of the two models were compared. Figure 5 plots the estimated results against
ground-measured samples. KNNFIFS performed better at both test sites than SMLR,
showing that linear models may not capture the relationships well. In Hainan, the R2 value
is 0.594, and the RMSE values are 28.88 Mg/ha with rRMSE = 18.65% and MA%E = 15.49%.
Although the R2 = 0.741 is the highest in Sweden, the RMSE value is 19.82 Mg/ha. When
looking at the rRMSE = 20.86%, we notice a worse result than in Hainan. This is possibly
because values in Hainan are larger, having more AGB.

SMLR seems to show a poor fit to real AGB in Figure 5. The scatter plots revealed a
serious overestimation of low AGB and an underestimation of high AGB when using the
SMLR algorithm, especially at the Krycklan test site. The results confirm the effectiveness
of KNNFIFS with L-band SAR polarimetric data for AGB retrieval at different test sites.

In order to further explore the potential of L-band polarimetric SAR for forest AGB
estimation, we built models using four different feature groups in Table 3. Figures 6 and 7
show the scatter plots of AGB estimation using each feature group at the two test sites,
respectively. Tables 4 and 5 summarize the parameters of KNNFIFS models and also the
related R2, RMSE, rRMSE, and MA%E values.
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Table 4. Statistics of forest AGB estimate derived from KNNFIFS model using four SAR feature
groups at Hainan test site.

SAR Feature Group K Window Size R2 RMSE rRMSE MA%E

Backscatter features 2 5 0.433 34.30 22.74% 16.59%
Texture features 3 11 0.261 39.93 25.79% 23.10%

Non-model-based Polarimetric features 1 3 0.800 22.55 14.59% 12.21%
Model-based polarimetric features 6 3 0.325 36.93 23.82% 20.57%

Note: K represents the number of nearest neighbors, and a window represents the size of the window in which
SAR feature information is extracted.

Table 5. Statistics of forest AGB estimate derived from KNNFIFS model using 4 SAR feature groups
at Sweden test site.

SAR Feature Group K Window Size R2 RMSE rRMSE MA%E

Backscatter features 3 5 0.491 28.69 30.20% 36.88%
Texture features 8 5 0.081 37.60 39.58% 48.89%

Polarimetric features 3 9 0.608 25.48 26.82% 34.57%
Model-based polarimetric features 11 3 0.225 33.92 35.71% 40.60%

Note: K represents the number of nearest neighbors, and a window represents the size of the window in which
SAR feature information is extracted.

Each feature group shows different retrieval performances in Hainan and Sweden.
According to Tables 4 and 5, for non-model-based polarimetric features, the relative RMSE
at Hainan and Sweden was 14.56% and 26.82%, respectively. This feature group performed
best in both test sites. However, the retrieval error for Hainan was, on average, about 5%
over using the entire set of SAR features, whereas, for Sweden, it was about 5% lower,
which also confirmed the forest structure effects on the inversion results. Next, better
retrieval performance was returned by the backscatter features resulting in rRMSEs of
20%–30%, RMSEs of 20–30 Mg/ha, R2 of 0.4–0.5, and MA%E of 15%–35%. Compared with
the best performance in each test site, in the case of Hainan, the rRMSE decreased by about
20%, and RMSE increased by about 10 Mg/ha; in the case of Sweden to 8% and 10 Mg/ha
for rRMSE and RMSE, respectively. The retrieval with texture features and model-based
polarimetric features provides a further decrease when compared to the estimates using
whole SAR features. Meanwhile, they showed the same retrieval performance in two test
sites. The retrieval from model-based polarimetric features performed better than texture
features. For model-based polarimetric features, the relative RMSE at Hainan and Sweden
was 23.82% and 35.71%, respectively. For texture features, the relative RMSE at Hainan and
Sweden was 25.79% and 39.58%, respectively.

Figures 6 and 7 illustrated the relationships between real AGB and estimated AGB
for four retrieval scenarios (four group SAR features) at two test sites. The fitted line and
agreement line (1:1 line) are shown in each scatterplot. In Figure 6c, the fitted line and
agreement line are almost overlapping, and there is no obvious saturation phenomenon. It
revealed the great potential of polarimetric features for forest AGB estimation in tropical
forests. In other subplots in Figure 6, underestimation of high values and overestimation of
low values occurred after the forest AGB was greater than 100 Mg/ha. A clear saturation
phenomenon also is visible in these scatterplots. In Figure 7, in line with what was observed
in Figure 6a,b,d, we found the underestimation of high values and overestimation of
low values occurred in each subplot. Although in Figure 7a,c, backscatter features, and
polarimetric features showed the availability of these SAR observations for the retrieval
of forest AGB, AGB values lower than 50 Mg/ha are greatly overestimated, and AGB
values greater than 100 Mg/ha are greatly underestimated. In Figure 7b,d, the predicted
AGB dynamic range becomes narrow and only around 100 Mg/ha and reveals the weak
sensitivity of texture features and model-based polarimetric features to forest AGB.

The estimation using polarization decompositions matches well with the in situ
AGB, but there is an underestimation of the forest AGB level before 100 Mg/ha. With
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backscattering coefficients, there is a large underestimation of forest AGB in the range of
100–125 Mg/ha. Model-based decompositions and texture features show severe underesti-
mation and overestimation, especially the texture features with saturation after an AGB of
50 Mg/ha.

Table 6 summarizes the best KNNFIFS models and their optimal selected SAR features
for the two test sites. In Hainan, the best performance is obtained using only polarimetric
features, while in Sweden, it is obtained by all features as input to the model.

Table 6. Best inversion models and their optimal features and model parameter at two test sites.

Test Site R2 K Window Size KNNFIF SPreferred Characteristic Parameters

Hainan 0.800 1 3 TSVM_Psi3, shannon_entropy, Aghababaee_Tawp_m,
Aghababaee_M1, reyni_entropy3, pedestal, gamma, TSVM_tau_m

Sweden 0.741 2 3 VV, Aghababaee_Tawp_m, TSVM_tau_m, R2

Note: K represents the number of nearest neighbors, and a window represents the size of the window in which
SAR feature information can be extracted.

4. Discussion and Conclusions

The forest AGB retrieval performance using 137 L-band polarimetric observations by
SMLR and KNNFIFS was assessed with the aid of forest inventory plots at two test sites.
KNNFIFS performed better in forest AGB retrieval in two test sites with R2 = 0.800 and
R2 = 0.741, respectively. To better understand the performance of the selected two algo-
rithms in this study, we retrieved the forest AGB using K-nearest nearest neighbor (KNN)
and random forest (RF) at the two test sites using all of the 137 SAR polarimetric obser-
vations (Table 7). Table 7 summarizes the estimated results in the two test sites. KNN
performed better than RF both in two test sites with lower rRMSE values, but the R2 be-
tween the retrieved AGB and the field measurements in Sweden is the lowest, and the value
is 0.054. The worse performance of RF may result from too many input SAR observations
without the removal of those that appeared in multiple decision trees in RF. Compared
with RF, KNN performed better in forests with more complex forest structures. The results
coincided with our previous study [33].

Table 7. The results obtained by RF and KNN at two test sites.

Test Site Methods R2 RMSE (Mg/ha) rRMSE (%)

Hainan
RF 0.257 64.96 41.97

KNN 0.373 37.86 24.46

Sweden
RF 0.248 68.65 44.35

KNN 0.298 33.03 34.78

In the literature, L-band polarimetric features extracted from Freeman–Durden, Yam-
aguchi, and Cloude–Pottier decompositions have shown to be useful to forest classification
and retrieval of forest bio-physical parameters as tree height, forest stand age, and forest
growing stock volume (GSV). The study of Gonçalves et al. [47] using airborne L-band
polarimetric SAR data showed the correlation of all of the scattering mechanisms to the
GSV but did not show the physical significance of the observed trend. Kobayashi et al. [32]
extended [47] and found canopy scattering and surface scattering have a high correlation
with GSV and forest height, but double bounce scattering showed almost no correlation
with these forest biometric parameters. Previous studies showed Span (r = 0.51) and en-
tropy (r = 0.56) from model-based polarimetric features had more significant correlations
with forest AGB [48]. Traditional forest AGB estimates based on L-band SAR backscatter
show signal saturation between 75 and 150 Mg/ha, whereas the addition of time series
data results in no signal saturation below 280 Mg/ha [49]. Features extracted from TSVM
decomposition correlate well with forest AGB with r = 0.554 and r = −0.689 in Yiliang and
Genhe test sites in our previous study [50]. In contrast, not all of the correlation coefficients
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of the extracted polarimetric features used in this study show higher values when compared
with previous studies. However, most of them were confirmed to have a correlation with
forest AGB with a significance level of 1%. Since forest structure and tree species affect
polarimetric decomposition parameters, it is possible that different polarimetric features
show sensitivity to different forest types [30,51,52]. This study also confirms a clear forest
structure-dependency of the 137 polarimetric observables used.

As a consequence of the site-specific relationship between polarimetric SAR observa-
tions and forest AGB, the accuracy of the retrieved forest AGB differs at the two test sites
when using different combinations of extracted polarimetric SAR features. It is important
to optimize the selection of suitable SAR observables to improve AGB estimation according
to the characteristics of the forest. At Hainan, the strongest agreement was obtained by
polarimetric features (Figure 6c); the scatter plots of in situ and retrieved AGB presented a
high agreement with R2 = 0.80. Differently than at Hainan, the performance of polarimetric
SAR observations in Sweden improved when the whole 137 polarimetric features worked
as model feature input. Previous studies on the optimization of remote sensing features in
forest AGB estimation also demonstrated the necessity for selecting suitable RS features
for improving forest AGB estimation accuracy [11,12,16]. Santoro et al. [14] and Cartus
et al. [21] also demonstrated that the features and models trained by one type of forest but
used for other types of forest AGB estimation did not perform equally well and advised
that features and models should be made adaptive to the forest structure to avoid biases
in the retrieved forest AGB or GSV. Moreover, the results of both this study and Tuong’s
study showed that in some conditions, forest AGB estimates based on polarization features
were not significantly saturated; Tuong et al. [53] effectively estimated forest AGB above
240 Mg/ha, and in this study, we were able to effectively estimate forests above 260 Mg/ha.
It meant the method used in this study has the potential to improve the accuracy and
saturation of forest AGB inversions.

The results show that KNNFIFS are more accurate than SMLR featuring higher coef-
ficients of determination and lower RMSEs at the two test sites. A similarly fast iterative
procedure embedded in KNN applied in AGB estimation of different forest types using
different remote sensing features also demonstrated the robustness and transferability of
the KNNFIFS algorithm. Using a water cloud model, Santoro estimated the trunk volume
of boreal forest with an RMSE of 30%–40%; Cartus et al. estimated the AGB of tropical and
boreal forests using a water cloud model and backscatter coefficients with relative errors
of around 20%–40% [14,20,21]. Although previous studies demonstrated it is valuable to
compare the performance of retrieval algorithms, they also recognized the uncertainties
resulting from remote sensing observation differences were important [15,54]. Moreover,
since the different test sites covered different forest types with different forest structures and
AGB levels, it is really difficult to compare various algorithms, especially using different
satellite data acquired with different modes [11,55–57].

In summary, the results show that KNNFIFS performed better than the MSLR model
for forest AGB estimation. They also confirmed that the KNNFIFS algorithm is transferable
and still provides appropriate AGB estimations validation at different test sites and using
different input features. The results generally confirmed the site dependence of forest AGB
estimation using polarimetric features. They also revealed the distinguished capability of
polarimetric features for AGB retrieval. L-band SAR polarimetric observations allow for
estimating AGB with a relative error of 20%–30%. In both test sites, the best performance
showed no obvious saturation point. Although the good performance of L-band polarimet-
ric observations with KNNFIFS algorithms in two test sites, there are overfit phenomena
of KNNFIFS algorithms during forest AGB retrieval procedures, and the reason for the
improvement in the performance of the algorithm needs to be further explored. Moreover,
since there is a limitation of acquired L-band images at two test sites and limited in situ
samples, in the future, with an abundance of acquisition plans of existing or planned space-
borne L-band (e.g., NiSAR, ALOS-2/4) missions, suitable L-band polarimetric features at
boreal and tropical forests should be further explored.
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